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The box is an international artistic collective established to explore and present new and emerging theatre work that blurs the 
line between art and performance. Where the goal is to break down the barrier between performer and audience and in doing 
so create an immersive performance experience. The objective is the creation of living art that allows an audience to exist within 
the production and thus in turn be changed by the experience.

The box is a collective company run by women that originated as an ensemble in New York City. Consisting of artists who               
hunger to challenge the traditional theatre scene and engage their audience through a real experience, our work evokes visceral             
reactions beyond passive entertainment.

From the beginning, the vision of the box was to create a company that would perform not 
only in New York, but take this approach to theatre around the world. 

In the past few years we’ve forged international relationships and collaborations through-
out Europe and New York and we continue to grow into new territories both artistically and 
geographically. 

Our first piece, ``La Cueca´´ premiered in the Hamptons and in New York’s Chelsea Art              
Museum to critical acclaim. Our most recent work, ``The Stadt Elegies´´ toured through Italy 
in the Summer of 2015 and was performed at Biennale di Venezia and in esteemed galleries 
during the Milan Expo.

This is theatre of immediacy, necessity and risk-taking. Beginning from an organic creative 
process, the ensemble works together to create a holistic performance experience. This is 
theatre that comes from a question and a need to know.



The Work



La Cueca

``The play owes a debt to playwrights including Becket and Pinter, who frequently employed 
metaphor and ‘economy of language’”  - The New York Times

Investigating themes of memory and forgiveness, ``La Cueca´´ begins with a couple who finds themselves buried alive. As they strug-
gle with their own tenuous will to survive, they also become immersed within one another, attempting to unbury themselves from the 
heavy guilt and pain accumulated during their tumultuous marriage. Taking place in Pinochet’s tyrannical Chile, the dialogue oscillates 
between realism and surrealism, referencing a desire for artistic freedom from the oppression and censorship, which is alluded to by 
the couple’s entombed state. 

The intimate experience is shared with the audience in that they are buried alongside the couple, breathing the same air and living 
the same story.  But ultimately, the work is about the power of personal history and a love story of a man, a woman – and a country.



``Sometimes at Night´´ is a new interdisciplinary performance piece formed in collaboration with installation artists, writers, musicians, 
visual artists, directors, painters and performers. Through the use of original text and echoes of classical work, the piece tells the epic 
story of three sisters and their painstaking journey towards wholeness.

Inspired by the myths, legends and folkloric stories of women throughout time, this is an exploration of what it means to rediscover 
the primal within.

``Sometimes at Night´´ opened the summer of 2012 in Berlin and was touted by ArtiBerlin as ``a true discovery in the Berlin Art 
Scene.”
Link to video.

Sometimes at Night

Sometimes at Night there is the moon. My body is awake. Inside I am open. 

https://vimeo.com/39747477


116: A Shakespeare Play

In order to know love, we first have to destroy any idea we have about what love is.

Harold Bloom wrote that Shakespeare was in fact the inventor of the human. This piece is a dramatic exploration of that hypothesis. 
We have crafted a new story with his words, reminiscent of “Waiting for Godot” in structure, yet dealing with themes of intimacy in 
human relationship.

``116´´ is the story of a man, a woman and everything in-between. Trapped in purgatory where the endless game of chess is the only 
distraction, they are forced to face their scars, betrayals and vulnerabilities in order to move forward.  Through a matrix of Shake-
speare’s wit and words, they are both victims and predators facing six lifetimes of trauma in order to find freedom in the seventh.

``116´´ speaks to the basic primal need in each of us for communication, understanding, acceptance, to be heard, to be seen. In this 
way, the piece unites beyond borders, nationalities, and linguistics. It speaks to the human essence and lays bare the truth that what 
we crave in our lives is intimacy and yet we hide ourselves at every turn. ``116´´premiered at the New Ohio Theatre in NYC April 2014.

Link to video.

https://vimeo.com/97540782


Wild Horses

“We tell ourselves stories in order to live.” - Joan Didion

This is the story of how I fell in love. How I 
died. And how I learned that everything is 
made of wood.  Or so begins ``Wild Horses´´, 
an internal meditation externalized through 
the voice of a young poetic soul.  Between the 
trash of the trailer park and the poetry, this is 
a story about love. We watch as the stories of 
their seemingly insignificant lives unravel.  

The carousel acts as the third character with 
original music by recognized Spanish composer 
and pianist, Dani Campos, and takes us on an 
emotional journey throughout the piece.   
Heavily movement focused, this minimalist, yet 
poignant performance piece is more of a visual 
poem than a play, reflecting the characters’ 
dire grasping for a life with some beauty inside 
it.   

Premiered as part of the John Drew Theatre 
Lab New Works Series at Guild Hall November 
2014.

Link to video.

https://vimeo.com/118435110


The Stadt Elegies

``A work of art is good if it has arisen out of necessity.”  - Rainer Maria Rilke

This story unravels like an hourglass, as flowing sand through Rilke’s fingers. He suffers the pain of loss and the ecstasy of love. In the 
end he is left with an empty palm, full of words.

Rainer Maria Rilke is widely recognized as one of the most lyrically intense poets and his work is often described as inherently mysti-
cal. This deep level of searching begins to touch something that is so innately human it feels as if Rilke is actually writing his words 
from inside of you.  

In his search for solitude, he finds planes of human experience that are collective. This unity through separateness is what in-
spired ``The Stadt Elegies” and the juxtaposition of the individual in the cityscape, searching for connection among a sea of faces.                 
``The Stadt Elegies” asks the question: how does the individual thrive in a cityscape and how is the city a reflection of his inner land-
scape? Utilizing his words, choreographed movement and originally composed music, we follow a story that penetrates Rilke’s life, 
work and evolution as an artist and an individual.

In order to find a meaningful connection with one another we must first cultivate an intimate relationship with ourselves.

Link to video.

https://vimeo.com/131677959


The Team
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Andrea Goldman (Founder / Co-Artistic Director)

Andrea is a writer, creative, strategist, actress, director, producer and lyricist. She has 
worked as a semiotician and idea generator--inspiring and strategizing for global brands in 
the advertising industry. She’s an experienced analyst, strategic planner and copywriter, with 
a Master’s Degree focusing on cross-cultural symbolism. She has worked on brands from 
NBC to HBO to Land Rover to Heineken to Clinique to Park Hyatt to Hatteras yachts to 
IBM. Most recently she helped to develop, Encounter, the latest Calvin Klein fragrance for 
men. She specializes in the luxury and premium sectors, having worked extensively in the 
spirits, beauty and health/wellness sectors. 

She is the co-founder of Viscus Film with her partner Marem Hassler. Headquartered in Los 
Angeles, Viscus currently has 4 films in post-production, 4 projects in development and 2 
films in pre-production. The most recent short was just nominated for 6 categories at the 
Los Angeles Independent Film Festival this October.

Her performance background comes from creating experiential performance in New York 
and Europe where she has been featured in the New York Times for groundbreaking work 
that challenges the notions of traditional forms of theater. She is the Co-Artistic Director 
of The Box Collective and has a Master’s degree in performance from the Bristol Old Vic 
in England. Recent acting credits include the role of Olivia in ``Twelfth Night´´, Calpurnia in 
``Julius Caesar´´ under the direction of Alvin Epstein, Drama Desk Award Nominated ``Fran-
kenstein´´, work with the young ensemble at the Pearl Theatre Company, and ``The Rover´´ 
at the Bristol Old Vic. She is also an alumni of The Flea Theatre.

She established The Box Collective as an artistic collaborative to investigate provocative 
new ways into live performance. She believes in exploring themes that hit the audience 
right in the gut--evoking visceral sensibilities and leaving a lasting imprint on the psyche. 
She pulls from her unique team of talented artists to conceptualize and realize a new and 
challenging form of storytelling.

www.andreagoldmanweb.com 
www.viscusfilm.com
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Sara Fay George (Co-Artistic Director)

Sara Fay George is an internationally renowned  theater artist living in New York City. She 
is the Co-Artistic Director of The Box Collective, the Founder of The Holistic Actor training 
method. Her skill sets span from actor, writer, dancer, director, producer, and educator. She 
has been active in the field of theater for over fifteen years and her study of classical music, 
dance and literature began early in life. She studied classical texts through a lens of Stras-
berg, Michael Chekhov, and Eurythmy.

In 2005 she became a resident artist with Apollo Arts, performing in Shakespeare and Greek 
tragedies as well as adapting ancient myths such as ``Gilgmaesh” and ``Quetzacoatl” into 
physical theater performances. In this time she taught acting, improvisation, and creative 
writing at the local charter school and directed Shakespeare plays with children in economi-
cally depressed communities. In 2008, she moved to New York City and completed the two 
year conservatory program at The William Esper Acting Studio where she studied Linklater, 
Laban, Williamson, Meisner, and was first introduced to Energy Work. 

In 2011 she was offered a position as the Resident Movement Teacher at The Actors Space-
Berlin and The Fritz-Kirchoff Schule where she taught The Holistic Actor method: a physical 
acting technique that uses knowledge of the body and the human energy field to access 
deeper emotional experience and sense of truth.

Favorite acting credits include Hermione in ``The Winter’s Tale” and Titania in ``A Midsum-
mer Nights Dream” with the Adirondack Shakespeare Company, and Emma in “Stripped” 
with Team on Fire. She is currently working on the roles of Tekla in ``Creditors” and Hedda in 
``Hedda Gabler” with Bottom’s Dream in New York City.

www.sarafaygeorge.com
www.theholisticactor.com

http://www.sarafaygeorge.com
http://www.theholisticactor.com


Esther S. Artner (Deviser / Performer / Producer) 

Esther S. Artner is a New York based actress and producer, originally from Vienna, Austria. 
Esther went to a Rudolph Steiner school where she started to incorporate art and acting in 
her life. 

Right after school she started  working as a Video Journalist for a local TV station in Vienna 
with a great interest in the field of media and communication. She gained a BFA degree in 
Business Studies and moved to Berlin to found a company, FlavourSys Technology GmbH, 
that sells an editing- collaboration software to the  media and entertainment market. 

At the age of 28 she moved to New York to master her craft as an actress at the Actors 
Studio Drama School. She has acted in various independent film projects and pilots in New 
York. Her favorite acting credits in theater includes the role of Blanche in  ``A Streetcar 
Named Desire´´, Nora in ``A Doll House´´ and Harper in ``Angels in America.´´

www.estherartner.com

Miriam Petritz (Production Coordinator & European Liasion) 

Miriam is an Art-historian who studied in Vienna, at the Universität Wien, and in Venice, 
at the Università Ca´ Foscari. After Research at the Gabinetto dei Disegni e delle Stampe 
degli Uffizi and the Kunsthistorisches Institut Florenz - Max Planck Institut in Florence, she 
finished her Masters Degree in 2015. 

After work experience in gastronomy, tourism and museums in both Italy and Austria, she is 
fluent in German, English and Italian. Miriam is currently working on catalogues for private 
art collections and curating the box collective work in Europe.

http://www.estherartner.com


Press

“From their wounds, we are left feeling the liberation of three strong 
women in search of themselves and tougher skin,while we (as audi-
ence) simultaneously experience a diverse form of art in which inno-
vation goes hand in hand with creative aesthetics”
-ArtiBerlin

“Recalling the surrealism and paranoia of the relationship conveyed 
in the works of the Danish filmmaer Lars von Trier, the piece also 
evokes Richard Yates and his theme of middle class ennui- a marriage 
troubled by infidelity and plagued by infertility but perhaps more 
important, an unnerving  sense of entrapment.”
 - East Hampton Star

“Forgiveness we learn, is not always a simple choice, or even a 
choice at all. It is sometimes thrust upon us, wether we accept it or 
not.”
 - East Hampton Star

“The play owes a debt to playwrights including Beckett and Pinter, 
who frequently employed metaphor and economy of language” 
- The New York Times



The Box Collective

WWW.THEBOX-COLLECTIVE.COM

CONTACTS:

Miriam Petritz: theboxmiriam@gmail.com
Ester S. Artner: theboxesther@gmail.com
Sara Fay George: theboxsara@gmail.com

Andrea Goldman: theboxandrea@gmail.com
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